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Satisfy that sweet craving as soon as it strikes with Mug Cakes - over 30 recipes for quick and

delicious cakes that require minimal effort and time. Mix a simple batter in a mug with a fork, using

whatever ingredients you have in your pantry, microwave for a few minutes, and zap! You have a

heavenly cake to indulge in all by yourself. Mug Cakes shares seriously basic recipes such as

vanilla or lemon cake, alongside favorites like carrot cake, chocolate fondant, and salted caramel.

There are also recipes for more adventurous flavor combinations such as green tea with

raspberries, blueberry and ricotta, or peanut butter and sesame, and recipes that push your

mug-cake-making skills to the max - try marble mug cake or financier mug cake with red fruits. Ideal

for one (or maybe two if you're feeling friendly), these cakes are perfect for when you're low on

ingredients or don't want the effort of making a large cake that takes an hour to cook. When you're

looking for a quick treat - in front of the TV, for kids after school, or for an impromptu dessert - Mug

Cakes will have you sorted. With a cute design and photographs to show you that these cakes

really do turn out looking scrumptious, all you need is five minutes to spare, a microwave, and a

serious cake craving!
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great idea for people who love cake, but don't have the will power to eat just one piece. lots of good

recipies.

These are a great idea. I make my own vanilla sugar with vanilla beans from Penskys and they wind



up cheap to make too. YOu never make too much because you make them one at a time. There are

lots of cakes, but I find only 3 really appeal to me.

very helpful. Good and easy recipes

Bought this for my 10 year old and she's been having a blast making all the different types.

This was a Christmas gift, I'll end up also buying one for myself, it was such a hit!

Yummy easy to do recipes

Bought this for my 10 year old grandson who likes to cook in the microwave. He loves it, as does his

mother. A lot of great recipes.

Some good recipes, but they are printed so small, you need a magnifying glass to read it. Had to

return it.
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